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A&rack-We consider the operator equation of the first hind, Kf = g. where K is a compact linear operator 
from a (finite or infinitedimensii) Hilbert space H, into the Hilbert space Ha, and orthogonally 
decompose g as g = g + & g E m and g E N(K*), where K* is the adjoint of K. Similarly, for the 
Twomey-Tichonov mgulakd solution 1, with smoothing parameter y > 0 and trial element pE H,, we have 
p=B+hPER(KT)ll~~d~EN(K).Itisknownthst,if~ER(K)itself,then lim,f,=f+g,wherefis 
the least-squares solution of minimum norm to Kf = g. (If K is represented by-;zatrix A, then f = A’g, 
where A’ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.) An analogous limiting property holds for the generalized 
Landweber iteration as the iteration murkier I becomes intinite. We discuss the variation of these regularized 
solutions from f + g to p as y and k are micd under the assumption that g E R(K), and contrast this 
behavior with that which occurs when g B R(K). In this latter case we show that, for a class of 
regtdarizations that includes those described akwe, the regularized solution is unbounded as the smoothing is 
decreased. This unboundedness lects the strategy that must be employed in estimating f when g is 
contaminated with measurement error. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the operator equation of the first kind: 
Kf =g, (1) 
where K: HI + I& is a compact linear operator from the (finite or infinite dimensional) real 
Hilbert space HI into the real Hilbert space Hz. It has been shown previously[7,8], that if the 
projection, cf, of g onto R(K) (closure of the range of K) is also an element of R(K), then the 
Twomey-Tichonov regularization[9, lo], with trial element p E H, and the generalized 
Landweber iteration with starting element p both approach the least-squares solution of (1) for 
which Iv - pf is minimized. It has also been shown[71 that if g B R(K), then the k”’ iterate of 
the Landweber iteration is unbounded as k --* m. 
In this paper we first study the variation of the regularized solution of (1) along a path in H, 
parallel to R (K *) as the amount of smoothing is varied, where we assume that b E R (K). Then 
we prove that, for a class of regularizations that includes both the Twomey-Tichonov estimate 
and the Landweber iteration, if d B R(K), then the regular&d solution is unbounded as the 
smoothing is decreased. This unboundedness affects the strategy that must be employed in 
estimating f in (1) when the element g is contaminated with error. The basic theory of equations 
such as (1) is explored elsewhere[64]. However, before proceeding to the new material, we 
present some highlights of the known results below. The reader familiar with the concepts could 
reasonably skip to Section 3. 
2. SUMMARY OF KNOWN THEORETICAL RESULTS 
It is known[5] that if K is a compact operator, there exists a set of singular elements un and I)“, 
n E E, where E may be either a finite set {1,2, . . ., N} or the set of all positive integers, such that 
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un = (~.)-‘~Kun 
un =(A.)-lnK*u., n E E, (2) 
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where A, -> A2 >.  • • > 0 are the eigenvalues of K*K (or KK*), K* is the adjoint of K, and u. and 
v, are orthonormal eigenelements, respectively, of KK* and K*K. If E is infinite, it is 
necessarily true that lira A, = 0. We define U as the closure of the set of all finite linear 
mt~ 
combinations of singular elements u,, and V as the corresponding closure for the v.. It can be 
shown that 
R(K)= U and 
(3) 
In case E is finite, then R(K) and R(K*) are closed. Otherwise, there exist elements of U that 
are not in R(K). A necessary and sufficient condition that an element of U, say u = ~ (u, u,)u,, 
n- - I  
be an element of R(K)  is Picard's condition [4], 
I(u, <®.  (4) 
nEE 
The corresponding Picard-series solution (or singular-element series solution) ] is given by 
= ~, (u,u.) 
I v.. (5) 
The spaces H, and/4, can be orthogonaily decomposed as[2, 8]: 
H, = R(K*) ~ N(K) = V ~ N(K) 
1-12 = R(K) ~ N(K*) = U ~ N(K*). 
(6) 
We denote the projection of any p E H, in accordance with (6) by p =~ +~, ~ E R(K*), 
E N(K)  (null space of K), and similarly, if g E H2, we write g = ~ +4, g E R'(K'), 
g E N(K  *). If ~ E R (K), then the least-squares quation K *Kf = K*g has solutions. Since it can 
be shown that any two such solutions differ by an element orthogonal to V, and since by (5), 
.e~ VA.  
(7) 
and ] is a solution of the least-squares quation, ] may also be characterized asthe least-squares 
solution of minimum norm (LSMN) for (1) Kf = g. In the finite-dimensional c se where (1) is 
represented by a matrix equation A /= g, then R (A) --- R(A), the series (7) is finite, and i = A ÷g, 
where A * is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A. 
The Twomey-Tichonov regularized solution for (I) Kf =g is the result of minimizing 
(8) 
where 7 > 0 and p is a fixed "trial element" of/-/, which represents a "reasonable" solution. The 
solution resulting from the minimization of (8) is f, where 
f, = p + (K*K + ~/I)-'K*(g - Kp). (9) 
A similar regnlarization process is the generalized Landweber iteration: 
fk = fk-, + DK *(g - Kf~-,), k = 1,2 . . . . .  (10) 
where the starting element fo =p E H, has a similar significance to the trial element p in (8) 
above. Equation (10) generalizes an iterative process proposed and studied by Landweber [3] and 
the nonselfadjoint version of an iteration investigated by Diaz and Metcalf [l]. The operator D: 
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V--, V is defined by the conditions 
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Dr, =p.v., n E E, where {p.}.eE, (II) 
is a fixed, bounded sequence such that 0 < p,k, < 2. Many properties of the iteration (10) have 
been studied elsewhere[7, 8]. In particular, the k ~ iterate of (10) is given by 
fk = p + { I  - (I - DK*K)* ) . . . . , .  ~u~ ~g-Kp). (12) 
Here the operator in braces is to be interpreted as the polynomial [1- (1-x)~] lx  with the 
operator DK*K substituted for x. It has also been shown[7] that the regularization (9) and the 
iteration (10) have the analogous properties 
A = = / + o3) 
These results are summarized by the convenient oversimplification presented in Fig. 1. 
3. PROOFS AND DISCUSSION OF NEW RESULTS 
First we assume that ~ E R(K). Then ~ = K] and by (9) 
f, -p  = (K*K + 7 I ) - 'K*K(~-p)  
= K*K(K*K  + ~/I)-'(~-p) E R(K*) C R(K*) = V. (14) 
Hence f~ -p  is an element of R(K*), in accordance with Fig. 1. Similarly, by (12), 
A - P = [ I  - ( I  - DK*K)k ] ( / -  p ) ,  (15) 
where the bracketed quantity consists of terms of degree > 1 in DK*K. Because D is a mapping 
from V into V (see (11)), it follows that fk -p  is also an element of R(K*). 
Let F (y )= I[f,- P[I 2. Then according to (9), 
F(y) = ((K*K + yI)-aK*(g - Kp), (K*K + ~/I)-'K*(g - Kp)), (16) 
where (., .) is the inner product. 
We proceed to differentiate F(,/) with respect o ,/. Note that for small h, 
[K*K + (7 + h )I]-' = [I - h (K 'K  + ?I)-'][K*K + yI]-' +O(h2). (17) 
~,~ ~'.~f'~'"_'~ f \ ,~, 
 o,,.io-I I I. t 
Fig. I. Schematic diagram of position of regularized solution of Kf  = g when ~ E R(K). (Arrow near f,, or 
f, denotes motion for increasing 2k or decreasing ~, > 0.) 
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It follows from (16) and (17) that 
F(y + h) - F(3') = - 2h ((K*K + yI)-'(.f, - p),/ ,  - p) + 0(h 2), 
and therefore 
F'(3') = - 2((K*K + yI)-'(f, - p), g - P). (18) 
Since (K*K + 3"I)-' is a symmetric, positive definite operator, it follows that F'(3') < 0 and hence 
that F(3') = [~, -pll 2 is a monotone decreasing function of 3' for 3' >0. Since F(y) >0, it has a 
limit as y --* oo and a check of (16) shows that 
lim F(y )  = 0, (19) 
.y . .*m 
so that/, - -*p as 3,...,00. 
Similarly, we let G(3,)= IV,-]-pl l  2. Then, by (9), 
G(3 , ) f ( [ I - (K*K  +y I ) - 'K*K I ( ] -~) , [ I - (K*K  +3,I)-'K*K](]-~)). (20) 
Differentiating this expression in a manner similar to that used to derive (18) gives 
G'(3,) = 2((K*K + 3,I)-'K*K(# -]),  [I - (K*K + 3,I)-'K*K](# -])). (21) 
Noting that I - (K*K + 3,I)-~K*K = 3,(K*K + yl)-~, (K*K + 3,I)-'K* = K*(KK* + 3"I) -2, and 
K(K*K + yl)-t _ (KK* + 3"I)-'K gives 
G'(3') = 23,((KK* + 3,I)-'K(# - ]), (KK* + 3,I)-'K(# - ~)) = 2y((KK* + 3,I) -~ v, v) (22) 
where 
v = (KK* + 3'l)-tK(i~ - ] )  = (KK* + 3"I)-'(Kp -g) .  (23) 
Since (KK*+ 3,1)-' is positive definite and 3, > 0, it follows from (22) that G'(y)> 0 so that 
[ I f , - ] -~[[:  is a monotone increasing function of 3'. It is easily verified by (20) that 
lim I[f, - ] - i#[l* ffi IV - P II 2. (24) 
, - .*4m 
Results (19) and (24) are, of course, intuitively to be expected from the form of (8). We note that 
F(3,) and G(3') are not independent of each other, but are related by the identity 
I[/, - :  - Ill ~ + 20', - p - l, p - / , )  + fit, - / ,  II: = I1: - I lL (25) 
This identity is easily obtained by writing ~- ]= [ ( f , -~- ] )+(p - f , ) ]  and calculating a
three-term inner product. In case R (K*) is a one-dimensional space, (25) asserts the well-known 
fact that ]~f , - / -P l l+ l lp - fd  = I1~ -/11 as in Fig. 1. 
We continue to assume that ~ E R(K) and study the Landweber iteration (10). We first 
consider 
o~ =Ill. - / -P l l  ~. (26) 
According to (12), 
a~ = IRX-  [I - ( I  - DK*K)" ]}~ -~ l l  ~ 
= I I ( l  - DK*K)" (~  - ~11 =. 
Since p-]•R(K*), we may put ~-]=~Ea.v . ,  where a .=(~- ] ,v , ) .  Then 
( I -DK*K)~(#- I )=Xe~(1-A .p . )%.  and G~=,EB y [a~[Z(l-A"P")2k" Since 0<A,p ,<2 
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implies -1 < 1 -X,p, < 1, it follows that Gk is a monotone decreasing function of k, unless 
/~ - ] = 0. Thus as the iteration umber k is increased, fh moves closer to ] +/~. However, the 
distance of f, from p is not necessarily monotone and, in fact, f, can "overshoot" ] +/~, as will be 
seen below. Let 
F~ = IV, - p I1", (27) 
and as before, let 1~ - ]  = 2 a~v.. Then 
n~E 
Y~ - e .  +1 = lit I - ( I  - DK  * K )~ 1(] - /$  )l~ - I1[~ - (~ - OK * K ) '+ ' lq  - ~ )IP, 
so that 
F~-F ,+,= ~ la.12{[l - (1-p.X.) ' l~-[1-(1-p.X.)~÷']2}.  (28) 
Put 1 -p.A. = a., Since 0 < p.A, < 2, we have 
We consider 
- l<a .< l .  (29) 
[1 - a.~] "- [1 - a . '+ ' ] "  = - a . ' (1  - a . ) [2 -  a .k (1  + a.)]. (30) 
According to (29), the last two factors in (30) are positive. Since for odd k, a. k may possibly have 
either sign, it is concluded that I~f~ -P  II 2 is not necessarily monotone with respect o k. 
Example: Suppose p has been chosen such that/~ =f -v , ,  where vl is the first singular 
element in (2). Suppose pl = 1.5 and X, = 1. Then ] - /~ = vl, and 
F ,  = IV, - pl l  2 = I1(1 - (1 - 1 .5) ' ]v , l f f  -- t l  - ( -  112) ' ? ,  
so that the odd iterates are to the left of ] +/~ (Fig. 1) and the even elements are to the fight of 
] +/~. Thus oscillatory behavior is possible for fk if p,A, > 1. 
It is clear from (30) that if one generates only the even iterates, then the convergence is 
monotone. This effect is therefore achieved by using the iteration (obtained from applying (12) to 
obtain second iterates and relabeling them with consecutive k's): 
fk = fk-, + (2I -- DK*K)DK*(g - Kfk-,) (31)  
with starting element fo = p. 
If 0 < p.A. ~- 1 for all n E E, a condition that prevails for the iterated Twomey-Tichonov 
solution[6,7], then 0~_a. <1, and by (30), II/,-pl~ is clearly a monotone non-decreasing 
sequence with respect o k. According to (31), the even iterates are obtained by replacing D by 
the operator D'=(2 I -DK*K)D and now D'v .=(2-X .p . )p .v .=p 'v . ,  n E E. Letting 
X.p. = x and noting that the function h (x) = p "X. = (2 - x)x achieves its maximum value of 1 at 
x = 1 shows that 0 < p "A. <- 1. The result of this re-definition of D is to provide an iteration that 
produces only the even iterates f2k. (The monotone nature of f2~ is indicated in Fig. 1). This 
compression of the iteration can be extended by defining 
D" --- (21 - D'K*K)D',  D" = (2I - D"K*K)D", .. . .  
and D °~ will compress the original iteration to provide every (2J) 'h iterate. 
We now consider the behavior of regularized solutions uch as f, and fh when/~ ¢ R (K). The 
following simple theorem issufficiently general to include both cases and perhaps ome others. 
TrlEOl~U. Suppose ~ ~. R(K) and let fa(u), 8 E I, where I is an index set of real numbers, 
define a family of mappings from H: into HI having the following properties: 
(1) Whenever f~ E R ( K ), lim fs ( u ) = ] + q where q is an element of HI that is the same for all 
8~a 
(8~1)  
f~ ~ R(K), and ] -- LSMN(Kf = u) 
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(2) For every 8 E I, 8# a, j[fo(u)lt>ffo(U,~)[I where uN = 2 (u,u,)u.. Then ff.(g)ll-,~ as 
n~N 
nEE 
8-*a .  
(8 ~ I) 
Proof. According to the discussion following (3), ~ ¢ R(K)  implies that E is an infinite set. 
We therefore write infinite sums. 
Since ~ E ~- -  U, 
= ~, ($, u. )u . ,  (32) 
M 
where 
By Picard's condition 
I(g, u,,)l ~ < ®. 
h i !  
J(~, u.)r/a., (33) 
is divergent. Let M be an arbitrary large positive number and choose N so large that 
N 
1(8, ~.)1~/~, > (M + I1~11 + 1) 2. (34) 
N 
Since gN= Y~ (g ,u . )u .~R(K) ,  given •>0,  there exists 8oEI  sufficiently close to the 
m-I  
number a that* 
whenever 
0<JS -a [<[8o-a l  and 8 E L 
By the triangle inequality, 
~, ~ II -Ilqll-'<~'(g'~l" 
Noting that, by hypothesis I[fe(g)~ >I[f~(gN)~ and taking account of (34), choosing • < 1 gives 
I I , (gy~M+l -e~M for all 8E l  such that o<ls -a l< l&-a l .  Thus I[f,(g)~--*o 0 as 
8~a.  
(aGi) 
This theorem implies that if g contains any error such that ~ ~ R(K), then absurdly large 
values ~,(g)~ can be expected if an attempt is made to "limit out" the re~t ion .  In the 
Twomey-Tichonov solution this limiting process is 8 --* 0., and for the generalized Landweher 
iteration, this dilculty occurs as k --* ®, (or l/k --* 0). Under these conditions, it is inappropriate 
to expect "convergence." The behavior of the error in fs(g) is analogous to that of the error in an 
asymptotic series; that is, as 8 ~ a the error at first decreases, but as 18-a[ continues to 
decrease, the error in/,(g) finally becomes unbounded. 
4. SUMMARY 
We have contrasted the behavior of the Twomey-Tichonov solution and the generalized 
Landweher iteration when ~ E R(K)  with that which occurs when ~ ~ R(K). We have derived 
some details of the behavior of the regularized solutions as the amount of smoothness is varied 
for ~ E R(K). In particular, we have presented a method of "compressing" the Landweher 
iteration to provide every Ia' iterate, where ! = 2 J for some ./. 
*For k ~ ®, one may let 8 = I/k, /= {I/klk = positive integer} and a = 0. 
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